
09.16.2022 

FESTIVAL CHORALE OREGON 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ORDERING PERFORMANCE DRESS & JACKET 

 

 Determine your proper dress and jacket sizes by trying on samples during the first 
few rehearsals. Jackets are made to order, and shipping times vary, so ordering early 
is important to ensure you have time to receive and hem your attire. 
 

 Order your dress from Stage Accents by calling 1-800-631-1611 or online at 
www.stageaccents.com. You want the Menagerie Dress Style #4650. 

 Order your jacket from Formal Fashions by phone calling 1-800-528-7909 or 
online at www.formalfashionsinc.com. You want the Sparkly Overlay Cardigan Style 
#44023MT in black velvet flocked chiffon with glitter. 

 Your dress will arrive unhemmed, so you will need to hem it. Wearing the shoes you 
plan to wear for performance (black flats or heels), put on the dress and have 
someone mark a line 3” above the floor. DO NOT CUT ON THIS LINE: This is the 
hemline. Cut the fabric ½” or 1” below the hemline, depending on how large of a 
hem you want. Fold the fabric up twice from the bottom edge: once at the hemline 
and again from the bottom edge of the fabric down to the hemline, thus creating a 
sealed edge. Pin and secure, either by sewing or with iron-on seaming tape. Press. 

 Other than hemming your dress and taking up its shoulder seam, if necessary, NO 
ALTERATIONS, SUBSTITUTIONS, OR ADAPTATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED. This 
includes but is not limited to such things as altering the neckline or sleeve length or 
adding pockets. Contact Emily Flanagan with any questions. 

 You must wear the designated dress and jacket to perform. No ensemble, no 
performing. 

 

NOTE: The complete ensemble costs approximately $100 plus shipping (price varies based on 
sizes ordered). Singers are responsible for the cost of the ensemble. 

http://www.stageaccents.com/
https://www.stageaccents.com/menagerie-dress.html
http://www.formalfashionsinc.com/
https://formalfashionsinc.com/style-44023mt-sparkly-overlay-cardigan.html
https://formalfashionsinc.com/style-44023mt-sparkly-overlay-cardigan.html

